YOUR CUSTOMERS

WOULD LIKE TO TELL
FOR GAS STATIONS &
CONVENIENCE STORES

YOU SOMETHING

Are you ready to listen?

TellFuelStop.com
Feedbacker: Jonathan

The trash can is overflowing next to
pump #6. The entire area really needs to
be cleaned. There is trash everywhere.

The trash can is overflowing
next to pump #6. The entire
area really needs to be cleaned.
There is trash everywhere.

Go to Feedback

11/18/2020 11:22 AM CDT

Jonathan, this is Alan the manager.
Thanks for letting us know. I will send
someone now to come clean the area.
11/18/2020 11:23 AM

WOW! Thank you for the quick
response.
11/18/2020 11:24 AM

Of course. Please let me know if there
is anything else that you need.
11/18/2020 11:25 AM

Someone is already out here cleaning
up the area. Thanks for doing that so
quickly.
11/18/2020 11:26 AM

I hope I resolved your issue. Please leave
us a review at ratethisbiz.com

realtimefeedback.com

Did You Know?

By the Numbers:
93% use online reviews to make
purchasing decisions.
78% trust online reviews as much
as personal recommendations.
40% only take into consideration
reviews made in the last 2 weeks.
68% are willing to pay more if they
have a better customer experience.
94% avoided a business due to a
negative online review.

Most customers hate surveys.

Most employees slack off when

They consider surveys a waste of

no one’s watching. Employers like

time with zero reward and that

to assume that every employee

nothing will change regardless of

performs to their maximum

their input. 98% of customers who

abilities at all times. However,

leave negative surveys never hear

the reality is that most try to get

from the company about their issue.

away with as much as possible.

Bad reviews are expensive.

The majority of your customers

Customers purchasing in person

You’ll never know how many

won’t leave a public review.

are far more valuable than ever.

customers you lost due to low online

Reviewers are an uncommon

As online commerce continues

ratings. It takes four 5-star reviews

breed of customer. 76% of

to replace brick-and-mortar,

to neutralize one 1-star review. Many

consumers will simply stop doing

retailers must survive by providing

1-star reviews are trivial complaints

business with you and tell friends

a supreme customer experience.

that could have easily been handled.

to stay away.

But they often don’t.

realtimefeedback.com

57% will not purchase from a
business with less than 4 stars.
53% expect a business to respond
to their negative review within a week.
45% will give a business another
chance if they get a response.

For Gas Station/Convenience Stores
The Feedback QR Code
can be placed anywhere:
Gas pumps, front door,
coffee bar, check out
counter, restrooms, etc.
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What’s Your Current Feedback Loop?

Surveys? • Social Media? • Twitter? • Online Reviews?

If it’s a negative experience, it’s probably TOO LATE!
Chances are your customer is not coming back and even worse,
they probably already told friends about their negative experience!

76

PERCENT

That’s the percentage of your customers who have
issues that will never say anything to you or post
anything online about their negative experience.
They just won’t come back. Feedback gives them a
voice to help you run your business better.

Example Feedbacks
The screen on pump #3 is hard to read
because someone scratched it all up.

You’re out of dark roast coffee & someone
poured creamer all over the counter.

The men’s restroom is out of soap and
the urinal is always running.

There are 2 groups of sketchy looking
people on the side of the building.

Someone drove off with the #8 pump
hose and there’s fuel leaking on the floor.

I just purchased 2 hot dogs and they taste
really stale like they’ve been there a while.

I bought 2 Red Bulls and the cashier
took my money without ringing it up.

I just put money in the tire air pump
and the hose is leaking badly.

Employees can use Feedback to alert management of issues and even remain anonymous:
We are almost out of Virex and paper
towels. Please order some ASAP.

Scan the QR code to see
“How Feedback Works”

Brian has friends come by late at
night and hang out in the store.

realtimefeedback.com

Why Gas Station/Convenience
Stores Need Feedback

Gas stations and convenience stores usually
operate 24/7. Managing an around-the-clock
operation can be difficult especially hiring
and retaining employees that care about
your business. Feedback offers a quick and
easy way for customers to alert you and
your staff about issues that arise allowing
you to quickly resolve the issues before they
affect the bottom line. Furthermore, keeping
a clean, safe and welcoming facility helps
generate positive online reviews.

Key Benefits

• Complimentary Pilot Program
• Month-to-month contract with no
long-term commitment
• Platform is completely customized
• Daily/weekly/monthly reporting
• Extremely affordable

Call for pricing
(888) 294-1411

Marketing Examples
Gas Stations/Convenience Stores
Gas Pumps

Restrooms

Checkout Counter

Retail Signage

Entrance

Coffee Bar

Trash Cans

Receipts

www.realtimefeedback.com

Scan the code with
your phone’s camera
Submit
a Test
Feedback
Now
or visit
TellFuelStop.com

Features
Customers can include photos/videos with their
Feedbacks.
Completely customizable to your company’s
needs. We can build additional functionality.
Enterprise portal allows you to compare customer
satisfaction performance across multiple stores.
Automatically Send satisfied customers requests
for positive reviews on any social media platform.
Every Feedback automatically analyzed for
Artificial Intelligence (AI) Sentiment Score.
Customers simply scan QR code or visit custom
URL to leave Feedback. Does not require an app.
Management portal can create departments so
certain employees only receive certain Feedbacks.

Custom alerts can be set up to ensure that all
Feedbacks are promptly responded to.
realtimefeedback.com
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